
Virial theorem: applications(1) Estimation of internal temperatureSet �I = 0, T = 0. Then,3( � 1)U = �
Estimating the terms for an ideal monatomic gas, with  = 5=3:U ' 32kTMNA�
 � �GM 2Rwhich gives for � = 0:6,T � 5� 106 0@ MM�1A 0@ RR�1A�1 KImplications:� T � Te { i.e. strong temperature gradient� Most of the star is highly ionized� Central temperature is to order of magnitude suÆcient for nu-cleosynthesis
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(2) Total net energyThe total net energy of the star is,W = U + 
For hydrostatic stars with a  law equation of state the virialtheorem gives, W = 3 � 43( � 1)
 = �(3 � 4)UNote:(i) Since 
 < 0, W < 0 i�  > 4=3. So a star with  = 5=3 issafely bound. But for radiation pressure, P = 13aT 4, and energy perunit volume is aT 4. ie: P = ( � 1)uwith  = 4=3. Thus as radiation pressure becomes more dominant,stars become less gravitationally bound.(ii) Gravitational contraction. As star radiates into space _W < 0,! _
 < 0; _U > 0i.e. in the absence of energy sources other than gravity, as a starradiates it contracts and heats up (negative speci�c heat).2



(3) Timescale for pulsationsConsider a star executing small amplitude radial pulsations. As-sume that during the pulsation, the structure is homologous (i.e. thatm(r=R) is a �xed function). Then,I = sMR2
 = �qGM 2Rwith s, q dimensionless constants. Let,R(t) = R0 + ��R(t)with R0 the equilibrium radius. Writing the virial theorem in theform, 12 �I = 3( � 1)W + (4� 3)
then in equilibrium,0 = 3( � 1)W + (4� 3)
0where W needs no subscript since we can assume that the totalenergy remains �xed during the pulsations.Strategy: write virial equation to �rst order in � to derive equationfor rate of change of �R. 3



LHS: �I = 2sM(R �R + _R2)_R2 is second order in �, so drop this term. Then,�R = �d2�Rdt2giving, �I = 2sMR0�d2�Rdt2RHS:

 = �qGM 2R = �q GM 2R0 + ��R(t)= �qGM 2R0 241� ��RR0 35= 
0 241� ��RR0 35
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Substituting in the virial theorem:
sMR0�d2�Rdt2 = (3 � 4)
0 + (4� 3)
0 241� ��RR0 35which simpli�es to give,d2�Rdt2 = (3 � 4)
0I0�RNote:� 
0 < 0, so for stable oscillations we require  > 4=3 (i.e. abound star).� In the oscillatory case,P = 2� 0B@ sR3(3 � 4)qGM 1CA1=2� For q = 3=2, s = 0:2,  = 5=3, and Solar mass and radius, �ndP ' an hour.
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TimescalesDynamical timescaleImagine that the pressure support in the star were suddenly re-moved. Outer layers of the star would then collapse with a velocitycomparable to the escape velocity,v2 � GMRThe dynamical timescale is thus,tdyn � Rv � vuuut R3GM � 1[G < � >]1=2where < � > is a characteristic density. For the Sun, this is about1600 s.Note: If the structure is changing, compare the timescale of thatchange to tdyn to determine if hydrostatic equilibrium remains a validapproximation.
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Nuclear timescaleTime required to leave the main sequence due to burning of a`signi�cant' amount of nuclear fuel,tnuc = �qSCMc2Lwhere the eÆciency of nuclear burning � ' 0:007 for the mostimportant reaction H ! He.The factor qSC � 0:1 accounts for the fact that the stellar corecontracts and the star leaves the main sequence well before all thehydrogen is exhausted (Sch�onberg & Chandrasekhar).For stars of Solar mass and above,LL� � 0@ MM�1A3:5so the nuclear timescale is,tnuc � 1010 0@ MM�1A�2:5 yri.e. more massive stars have shorter lives.Numerical calculations give a main sequence lifetime of 480 Myrfor 2.25 M�, 20 Myr for 9 M�.
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Kelvin-Helmholtz timescaleTimescale for the star to radiate its present thermal (or gravita-tional) energy, tKH � GM 2RL � 3� 107 yrfor Solar parameters.How does this compare with the time required for a photon torandom walk out of the star?
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Anticipating somewhat results to be derived later, can show thattKH is also the timescale on which the star will adjust globally tochanges in the thermal structure. Combine the energy transportequation, Lr = �16�acr23�� T 3@T@r = �64�2acr43� T 3 @T@mwith a generalized version of the energy generation equation thatallows for changes in the internal energy u and density � with time,@Lr@m = �� @u@t + P�2 @�@tCombining these, and writing u = cV T ,@@m 0@�� @T@m1A = cV @T@t � 24� + P�2 @�@t 35If the second term on the RHS is ignored, then this is just adi�usion equation with di�usion coeÆcient ��=cV , where,�� = 64�2acT 3r43�Timescale for di�usion of thermal energy across a shell of thickness�m is then, tadj = (�m)2��=cV9



For the whole star, �m = M , and,L � ��TMwhere T and �� are now understood (for de�niteness) to be averagevalues. Then, tadj � cV TML � UL � tKHi.e. the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale is the time required for a ther-mal pulse to travel from center to surface.Note:� Because tadj � tnuc for stars like the Sun on the main sequence,valid to assume that such stars are in both mechanical and ther-mal equilibrium.� tadj is useful quantity when considering thermal properties ofsmall regions within the star { e.g. the core
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